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From the dazzling costumes of the Rio Carnival to the role of the elephants in Sri Lanka, children

everywhere will love learning about the festival and the wonderful ways to celebrate them.
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This book is a collection of children around the world and is a wonderfull way to introduce your

children to how people live around the world. Children of many different religious, finantial(very poor

to quite wealthy), and ethnic backgrounds are given introduction within.You and your kids will meet

children like Carlitos, a boy who lives on an Argintine ranch in a three bedroom house and rides

horses and drinks Mate tea. -- Or Suchart, from Thiland, a 12 year old budhist monk in training who

lives in a small hut on stilts, has no toys, and starts his day begging for alms in his small village. He

likes the cats who live in the temple, and is always losing his sandals because he has to take them

off before he goes into the temple and forgets where he left them. -- And Thi Lien, in Vietnam who

wears beautiful batik died traditional clothes made by her mother, helps feed the families chickens

and harvest rice, and collects firewood. -- And Celina, who lives in the  Rain Forrest of Brazil in a

mud brick two room hut. She likes to paint herself with die made from a local root every day, and



has never worn shoes. She likes to take the canoe out on the river her family lives near.There is

information about each child's favorite activities, what they eat, what they wear, pictures of thier

home, family members, religious practices, and special things about thier cultures. This book has

many children from Australia, Africa, The Americas, The Philipenes, Europe, Asia, India, and more. I

have enjoyed looking at all the childred in this book and reading about how they live. Even though

it's for children, anyone can enjoy this book. I only wish it had more children to meet. This book

shows how children and people everywhere have the same thoughts, and fun, even though they

may live in vastly different conditions.

In a world where we're all struggling to be a little bit more compassionate towards each other, this

book is a must-have. My daughter got it when she was 3 and stared in fascination at the wonderful,

clear pictures of children from all over the world. (One bonus is that this is a book that kids can

"read" themselves.) Now that she's 4 she looks at the pictures and connects them to places on the

globe with glee. She seems to delight in feeling a real connection to children from all over the world.

Sharing this book with my child is always a wonderful experience - we discover something new

each time.

I just got my book in the mail today. I bought the book because I homeschool my 6 yr. old daughter

and thought that this book would shed some light on the subject of other countries and the way they

live. The book is absolutely beautiful. Each page has information and pictures of where the children

live, the climate, friends, family, where they go to school, food they eat, animals, what type of work

their family does. This is a book that is suppose to be for children, yet I found myself wanting to

creep off into the next room to look at the book alone. I even took the book to my dad's house and

he liked it so much that I left it for him to look at. I would highly recommend this book for any age.

Once you get it, you wont want to give it up. I believe my daughter will relate better to this book than

any other book, because it deals with kids her own age. Make the investment. You wont regret it.

I am a first grade teacher in Phoenix, Arizona who teaches a wide variety of cultures. Some of the

children in my class are Mexican American, Spanish, Bosnian, African American, German and

Native American (Navajo and Apache). Recently, during an ESL staff development class, a

wonderful instructor introduced this book to me and I was absoultly amazed! It has the most

fascinating pictures and text. I had to read it from cover to cover. I had to buy it to have in my class.

It must be a permanent source of enjoyment for my classes for years to come. I can't wait for my



students to have the opportunity to browse through this book. We will use it so much. Thank you

Barnabas and Anabel Kindersley, for putting together such a fabulous children's book!

I bought this book for my daughter who is adopted from China, and I subsequently bought it for five

or six other children and am buying it again. It's great for kids of all ages. My daughter is four and

loves paging through it, asking questions about the children. It is especially good for adopted

children from China because the page about the girl in China tells about how in China they may only

have one child. I highly recommend this book!

This is a very interesting book, with wonderful pictures and lots of joy. It's a book that makes you

happy. Many of the celebrations were unknown to me, and it was fun to see that the Swedish

celebration of St. Lucia is described correctly in the book (I'm Swedish).The only doubtful thing

about this book is that the mix of different religions isn't very good. Most celebrations are Christian

or Hindu - only one is Muslim and none is purely Buddhist. That's a bit of a pity. Anyway, great

book.

What a fabulous book! My 5 year old daughter was delighted to see that children who at first glance

appear so different also share her love for soccer, animals, noodles, etc. Each child's bio includes

information about their family, home, school, church, clothing, pets and favorite food. This book has

great photos, particularly of the children. Although there is much writing on each page, it is not

overwhelming for her, and we can stop after one page, and easily pick it up again later. This is the

first children's book that I've wanted to read by myself after she's gone to bed!****Four years later,

I'm adding this paragraph to this review. I continue to use this book with my now 5 and 9 year old

children. It's an fun way for them to learn a little more about families who live in countries that we

learn about. It's easy to read something in this book that leads to a much wider discussion. They

also remember a lot of details from this book that they bring up at other times, such as "People from

_____ live in _______ kinds of houses!"
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